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Licensing

BICSI Is 100% In Favor Of Licensing
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- www.BICSI.Org
- Membership
- Members Only Resources
- Member Number and Pin
- General Resources - Govt. Regulation
- Select Your State
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- Currently All States Are In Session
- Licensing
- Certification
- Permits
- Statutes
- Apprenticeship/Licensing Programs
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Broadband and Wireless Deployment - XXX - bills

Green Building Initiatives
XXX - bills
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Georgia – SB195
Amends the Regulation for Certain Professions and Businesses

Idaho – HB109
Statewide Licensing of Contractors
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Kansas – HB2142
Licensure and Continuing Education Requirements

Michigan – SB142
Licensing of Electricians
Reciprocal Agreements
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Massachusetts – SB1519
Lic. of Telecomm. Professionals

Massachusetts – HB3098
Lic. of Telecomm. Professionals
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Pennsylvania – HB185
Statewide Licensing of Electricians

Wisconsin – SB94
Thermal Systems Insulation
Mechanics Licensing
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What should the Exemption Voltage Requirement be set at???

70 Volts – 77 Volts – 90 Volts or 100 Volts???

Preferred Wording – Without Voltage Reference!!!
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Preferred Wording:
The Design, Installation, erection, repair or Alteration of class 1, class 2, class 3 remote control, signaling or power limited circuits, fire alarm circuits, Optical fiber cables or communications circuits, including raceways, as defined by the National Electrical Code.
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2009-2010 Issues

- Licensing
- Statutes
- Legislative Bills
- Apprenticeship Programs
- City/County/Municipalities Licensing
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